Abstract: After the creation of the mobile Internet, as a kind of mobile client terminal, APP is growing rapidly, even it has the trend to make the mobile Internet become the form of APP. In this era dominated by brand economy, as a kind of new propagation medium, APP makes the brand propagation become more diversified. The mobile Internet era is a We-media era, anytime and anywhere it all can create the propagation. However, it also puts forward the higher requirements for the brand. At present the visual homogeneity and the brand improper propagation of APP on the market emerge in endlessly. However, these are not helpful to create the brand effective propagation. At the same time, facing the increasingly fierce brand competition and the unceasing change of market requirement, APP also needs to constantly update and optimize with it. How to better promote the APP interface optimization design and realize the effective long-term development of brand propagation is the emphasis of this paper.
APP
group, the consumers will be affected by different regionalisms, different cultures, economic development levels, living habits, thinking modes and other different factors. Because it is divided from the small group, the consumers will be connected with age level, gender, specific major and other factors. The formation of style can be have very complicated reason, but we can start with the consumer requirement, and by classifying the consumers have insight into the requirements of target consumers so as to have the style orientation.
Relationship between APP Interface Optimization Design and Brand Propagation
Once a test showed that the first impression of human on the things would be completed within 50 milliseconds. In this fairly short time, the conveyance of APP interface design to brand image is crucial [18] . This is mainly affected by the primacy effect, and the influence of the first impression obtained can even affect the overall impression more than the subsequent impact. If the first impression is not good, it is difficult to obtain the user's approval behind.
A beautiful design style and standardized element display is more beneficial to good interaction between users and application programs so as to better set up the brand image and obtain more effective brand propagation effect.
The significant economic benefits brought by brand economy urge the merchants to pay more and more attention to the spread of brand. The requirement of brand propagation urges the merchants to optimize the product design continuously. Even though we don't exclude some merchants' propaganda with the bombing type and in a short time the propagation range may become wide, it is difficult to obtain the consumer identity. In the long run, a good brand image can promote the effective propagation of brand, and the brand image is also a constant change and upgrading thing, then we need to continuously optimize and design it.
APP interface design needs to adapt to very strong characteristics of the Internet era, such as individual requirement, fragmented time, uninterrupted link, etc. About the optimization design we need to start from the user requirement, and pay attention to the user experience and usage scenario. While it is not just simple picture quality, sorting order and other simple adjustment and change. The so-called interface design, refers to that we need to conduct good human-computer interaction and visual induction.
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In the fierce era of brand competition, the style is even the important element of brand 
Conclusion
In this mobile Internet era, APP acts as the expansion of mobile device functions and it starts to become an indispensable part in people's lives. The Internet age is a We-media era, anytime and anywhere it all can create the propagation. However, it also puts forward the higher requirements for the brand. Under the era background of brand economy, brand propagation seems to be critical, however, brand propagation can not be separated from the molding of brand image. As a part of the brand design, APP interface design plays a very important role in effective propagation of brand. APP interface design mainly includes the three parts, namely user research, interaction design and visual design. We mainly aim at the visual design part to conduct the study and put forward how to optimize and design it in the paper. However, the analysis on user research and interaction design aspects is not very systematic and in place. But if we want to a good APP product, the relationship between the three should be interrelated and promoted mutually.
